My Name is Joan Walker and I live in Madison, CT. I would like to offer the following testimony for your hearing today March 11, 2019.

I support the following bills:
H.B. No. 7218 (RAISED) AN ACT CONCERNING THE SAFE STORAGE OF FIREARMS IN THE HOME
To require the safe storage of all firearms, whether loaded or unloaded, in a home with a minor under eighteen years of age. "Ethan’s Law"

H.B. No. 7223 (RAISED) AN ACT CONCERNING THE STORAGE OF A PISTOL OR REVOLVER IN A MOTOR VEHICLE. (JUD)
To require safe storage of a pistol or revolver in a motor vehicle.

S.B. No. 60 AN ACT CONCERNING THE PRESENTATION OF A CARRY PERMIT
To require individuals openly carrying to produce their permit if their firearm is visible and if requested by a law enforcement officer.

H.B. No. 7219 (RAISED) AN ACT CONCERNING GHOST GUNS
To ban guns without serial numbers and regulate those which are sold in a form requiring the purchaser to finish assembly or that are homemade or 3-D printed.

I do not support the following bills or reject the following bills:
S.B. No. 940 (RAISED) AN ACT AUTHORIZING CERTAIN PERSONS TO CARRY HANDGUNS IN STATE PARKS AND STATE FORESTS
To allow persons to carry handguns in state parks and state forests for the purpose of self-defense.

H.B. No. 5227 AN ACT CONCERNING THE REGULATION OF FIREARMS BY MUNICIPALITIES
To prohibit the regulation of firearms by municipalities.

H.B. No. 5870 AN ACT CONCERNING TRANSFER OF ASSAULT WEAPONS AND LARGE CAPACITY MAGAZINES
To allow the legal transfer of an assault weapon possessed under a certificate of possession and large capacity magazines possessed under a declaration of possession between people who already legally possess such weapons or magazines.